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Abstract: Nickel-based superalloys exhibit an exceptional combination of corrosion resistance,
enhanced mechanical properties at high temperatures, and thermal stability. The mechanical behavior
of nickel-based superalloys depends on the grain size and the precipitation state after aging. Haynes
282 was developed in order to improve the creep behavior, formability, and strain-age cracking of
the other commonly used nickel-based superalloys. Nevertheless, taking into account the interest of
the industry in the machinability of Haynes 282 because of its great mechanical properties, which is
not found in other superalloys like Inconel 718 or Waspaloy, more research on this alloy is necessary.
Cutting tools suffer extreme thermomechanical loading because of the high pressure and temperature
localized in the cutting zone. The consequence is material adhesion during machining and strong
abrasion due to the hard carbides included in the material. The main recommendations for finishing
turning in Haynes 282 include the use of carbide tools, low cutting speeds, low depth of pass,
and the use of cutting fluids. However, because of the growing interest in sustainable processes and
cost reduction, dry machining is considered to be one of the best techniques for material removal.
During the machining of Haynes 282, at both the finishing and roughing turning, cemented carbide
inserts are most commonly used and are recommended all over the industry. This paper deals
with the machining of Haynes 282 by means of coated carbide tools cutting fluids (dry condition).
Different cutting speeds and feeds were tested to quantify the cutting forces, quality of surface,
wear progression, and end of tool life. Tool life values similar to those obtained with a lubricant
under similar conditions in other studies have been obtained for the most favorable conditions in
dry environments.

Keywords: dry; carbide tool; Haynes 282; finishing turning

1. Introduction

Turbine components suffer the extreme conditions of thermomechanical loading during
their service life. Significant tensile stresses in rotative elements induce fatigue phenomena [1].
The development of new advanced materials and the continuous improvement of the processing
routes are required in order to improve the performance of the turbine components [2]. Nickel-based
superalloys are widely used in turbine elements because of their excellent mechanical properties
at high temperatures and their resistance to corrosion [3]. Being about 50 wt. % of the materials
used in these applications [4], Ni alloys are also used in other applications such as pressure vessels,
marine equipment, different elements of aircraft engines, and petrochemical plants [5,6]. The excellent
mechanical properties of this family of superalloys also include low formability, with different problems
during component processing that could affect its service life. New-generation alloys are developed in
order to solve these problems. For example, Haynes 282 focuses on the improvement of the weldability
and fabricability with a similar creep strength. These combinations of properties are of great interest
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for critical steam applications. This superalloy has already been adopted for hot section parts in gas
turbines for aircraft and power generation, and it can be a baseline for the further improvement of
superalloys [7].

Haynes 282 is highlighted by a high percentage of molybdenum (>6 wt. %), which develops
carbide particles at temperatures ranging from 815 to 870 ◦C in a complex cubic structure, with it being
more stable at high temperatures [8]. Haynes 282 was developed at the beginning of the 21st century.
It is strengthened by the precipitation of the γ′ phase, which is the L12 ordered structure Ni3 (Al,Ti),
and has a coherent relationship with the γ matrix [9]. These γ′ precipitates, characterized by their size,
distribution, morphology, and composition, influence the mechanical properties of the alloy [10].

Despite the renewed interest in Haynes 282, there is a lack of information concerning its
machinability. The machining of nickel-based superalloys presents great challenges, mainly because
of the high work hardening tendency, structure stability, low thermal conductivity, adhesion of
materials in the tool, and carbide particles in its structure [11]. All of the above features result in hard
loads and temperatures (up to 1200 ◦C [12]) at the chip–tool interface, resulting in the rapid wear
of the tool [13,14], which influences the surface integrity of the piece, generating residual stresses
and increments in roughness [15,16]. Elevated temperatures combined with a high chemical affinity
between the workpiece and the materials used for the cutting tools promote oxidation and diffusion
wear, as well as the adhesion of the work material at the cutting tool area (mostly related to the damage
on the tool–rake face) [3]. Moreover, the adhesion and abrasion on the clearance surface normally
induce flank wear, chipping, and catastrophic failures [17].

Thus, the selection of the tool is critical during the machining of nickel-based superalloys,
requiring elevated wear resistance and hardness, high strength, and chemical stability at elevated
temperatures [18]. The industry recommendation for the turning of nickel-based alloys involves the
use of ceramic and carbide tools, the latter being used in finishing the turning [4].

Concerning the tool coating physical vapor deposition (PVD), TiAlN, ALTiN, or AlCrTiN are
widely used for carbide tools in the turning of nickel-based alloys for improving the competitiveness of
carbides as opposed to ceramic tools, because of their lower cost [19]. The TiAlN coating in comparison
to the TiN coating decreases the machining forces, whereas it improves tool resistance to flank wear
because of its chemical inertness, adhesion resistance, high hardness at elevated temperatures (up to
1000 ◦C), and high oxidation resistance [20,21]. Coated carbide tools are recommended for a medium
cutting speed, ranging between 30–70 m/min [22] for the turning of nickel-based alloys, because of its
thermomechanical instability [14].

Traditionally, cutting fluids have been used to lubricate (helping to reduce the friction in the area
of contact between the chip and the tool), eliminate the chip from the cutting area, and, above all,
to eliminate the heat produced during the process of machining, cooling the tool and the workpiece at
the interface. Thus, the use of cutting fluids during the machining process (generally between 10–100 L
per minute [23]) has a huge impact on the temperature of the tool, its wear evolution, and life, as well
as on the surface finishing of the workpiece (roughness of the surface, generation of residual stresses,
etc.). However, the impact of cutting fluids on the environment is significant. Therefore, industrial
activities are encouraging manufacturers to implement new green techniques, replacing the use of
traditional cutting fluids. Moreover, the use of cutting fluids is both harmful to the environment and
very expensive, not only for its acquisition, but also for the costs associated with its recovery and
disposal management [24].

Sustainability requirements are leading to the use of new vegetable-based cutting fluids that are
sustainable, environmentally friendly, biodegradable, and less toxic, and they are becoming a real
alternative to petrol-based cutting fluids [25]. Moreover, cutting fluids are normally applied with
flood coolant systems (FC), systems that can account for up to 17% of the total production costs [26]
and that sometimes do not reach the area of machining because of the obstruction of the chips.
Alternatives for the application of cutting fluids have been developed, such as near-dry-machining
(NDM) systems, also known as minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) [27] or minimum quantity
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cutting fluids (MQCF) [28]. However, dry machining that avoids the use of cutting fluid would be the
best technique, if possible. Cantero et al. [3,29] analyzed the performance of the carbide and PCBN
tools in the dry finishing turning of Inconel 718, obtaining a tool life of 29 min and 2 min, respectively,
for competitive cutting conditions, confirming the industrial viability of the carbide inserts but not of
the PCBNs in the dry finishing of the Inconel 718.

Few papers are available on the topic of Haynes 282 machinability. Suarez et al. [30] carried out
an experimental investigation focusing on the effect of lubricant pressure and material heat treatment
on the turning of this alloy. A negligible effect for the high-pressure cooling was observed, while the
solution annealing large grain solution (LGS) state presented enhanced machinability when compared
to the precipitation hardened large grain aged (LGA) state in terms of force levels and tool wear.
Díaz-Álvarez et al. [11] studied the performance of a coated carbide tool during the finishing turning
of Haynes 282 with a cutting fluid at the conventional pressure, observing that, for all of the cutting
conditions, the tool broke because of the fragile fracture of the cutting edge.

There is a lack of research focusing on the machining of Haynes 282. Moreover, the tool wear
analysis of the carbide inserts when machining Haynes 282 in a dry environment has not been
studied. The present work deals with the finishing turning of the Haynes 282 alloy in dry conditions.
Dry machining tests using coated carbide tools were performed under different cutting conditions in
order to evaluate the viability of the cutting fluid removal in finishing turning of Haynes 282 with
carbide tools. Roughness, cutting forces, and tool wear were quantified in each test. Although the
industrial dry machining of Haynes 282 has not yet been applied, in this study, tool life values similar
to those obtained with lubricants under similar conditions in other studies have been obtained for the
most favorable conditions in dry conditions.

2. Experimental Setup

2.1. Material Properties and Cutting Tools.

A Haynes 282 alloy was tested in a round bar with a 90 mm diameter shape, which was
manufactured following the AMS5951 specification. The Haynes 282 workpiece was annealed at
1135 ◦C (in the typical range 1121–1149 ◦C) and age hardened according to the following stages: It was
heated up to 1283 ◦C, maintained at this temperature for 2 h, and then cooled in air. Afterwards, it was
heated up to 1061 ◦C, maintained at this temperature for 8 h, and then cooled in air. The hardness of
each specimen tested was quantified at different points, obtaining values that varied between 42.2
and 43.5 HRc. Each element percentage of the Haynes 282 that was tested in the present paper is
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Haynes 282 chemical composition [11].

Element (%) Ni Cr Fe Nb Mo Ti Al Co Si Cu Mn C

Haynes 282 57 19.42 0.87 <0.01 8.52 2.22 1.41 10.2 <0.05 <0.01 0.06 0.062

A carbide tool (CW, TS200 grade) with a multilayer coating of TiAl/TiAlN, provided by SECO
(SECO tools, Fagersta, Sweden), were used for turning tests. These coated carbide tools are especially
recommended for finishing turning of Nickel superalloy. Insert presents a tip and honing radius
of 0.4 mm and 25 µm respectively, tip angle equal to 80◦, rake angle of 16◦ and a relief angle of 7◦.
The cutting tool with the code CCMT 09T304F1 was fixed in a tool holder type SCLCR 2525M09JET
provided by SECO.

2.2. Experimental Setup and Instrumentation

Haynes 282 turning tests were carried out in a lathe Pinacho Smart turn 6/165 (Pinacho, Castejón
del Puente, Spain) equipped with a Kistler 9257B dynamometer (Kistler, Winterthur, Switzerland) for
the cutting force measurement (Figure 1).
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During the development of the turning tests and at the end of each pass, a rounded surface
remained because of the effect of the tool tip radius. Therefore, because of the consequent increase of
material needing to be removed in that zone in the next pass, which did not allow for a continuous cut,
a sudden increment of undeformed chip cross-section was caused [29]. The finishing operation was
characterized by small cutting depths, so this increase in material as a result of the tool tip radius at
the end of the pass led to a significant increase in the cutting forces, hence influencing the tool wear.
To avoid this phenomenon, a second tool was attached in the tool holder in the lathe (see Figure 1) in
order to remove this zone once the cutting force had been stabilized and measured using the tested tool.
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Figure 1. Instrumentation and setup.

The tool wear level was periodically evaluated during the turning tests for each cutting condition,
tested by means of obtaining images from a stereo microscope Optika SZR (Optika, Ponteranica BG,
Italy). Also, a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) Philips XL-30 (Philips, Eindhoven, Netherlands)
with an EDSDX4i system was used to analyze the wear evolution. At the same time, the surface
finish of the workpiece was evaluated by means of the surface roughness through a Mitutoyo model
SJ-201 (Mitutoyo, Kawasaki, Japan) rugosimeter, obtaining the mean of nine measurements as the
representative roughness value.

All of the cutting tests in this study were carried out without any type of coolant by analyzing the
finishing turning of Haynes 282 under dry conditions.

As knowledge of the machining of the Haynes 282 alloy at an industrial level is poor,
tool manufacturers do not include the relevant information for the selection of the cutting parameters
for its process. Nevertheless, in the bibliography, there are general recommendations establishing
the ranges for the cutting speed (30–35 m/min), feed rate (0.1–0.18 mm/rev), and depth (1 mm) [31].
Moreover, Díaz-Álvarez et al. [11] investigated the machining of Haynes 282 with carbide tools
under a conventional pressure coolant using cutting speeds between 50–90 m/min, feeds between
0.1–0.15 mm/rev, and a depth of pass of 0.25 mm, obtaining a maximum tool life of 33 min. Thus,
the cutting parameters selected for the present study are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Cutting parameters for the turning tests.

Cutting Speed (m/min) Feed (rev/min) Pass Depth (mm)

50
0.1

0.25
0.15

70
0.1

0.15

90
0.1

0.15

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Cutting Forces Analysis

The evolution of the cutting forces—cutting force (Fc), feed force (Ff), and back force (Fp)—were
recorded for each preformed test using a frequency of acquisition of 100 Hz. To guarantee the
repeatability of the results, each test was performed twice, obtaining deviations lower than 5% with
respect to the mean value. Thus, the average values have been used for the subsequent analyses.
For the sake of simplicity, in the following analysis, the specific force components (kc, kf, and kp) have
been defined as the each of the cutting forces over the undeformed cross section of the chip. In the
subsequent points, the results of each component are compared with the observed tool wear damage
(notch, chipping, flank, and built up edge).

3.1.1. Fresh Tools Results for the Specific Cutting Force

In Figure 2, the obtained results for each component plus the resultant specific cutting force (kr)
quantified at the first stages of each of the tests through fresh tools are represented. For the series
of cutting parameters that were studied, the results of the specific cutting force (kc) ranged from
3580 N/mm2 (case: Vc = 90 m/min and feed = 0.15 mm/rev) to 4200 N/mm2 (case: Vc = 50 m/min
and feed = 0.1 mm/rev). The values of the resultant cutting forces that take into account all of the
cutting forces components range from 4330 N/mm2 (case: Vc = 90 m/min and feed = 0.15 mm/rev) to
5700 N/mm2 (case: Vc = 90 m/min and feed = 0.1 mm/rev).

Cutting Speed vs. Specific Cutting Forces

• For the lowest feed (0.1 mm/rev) used, the specific cutting force (kc) was not significantly affected
by the cutting speed for the studied range. However, the rest of the components increased by
up to 26% for the specific feed force (kf), and up to 100% for the specific back force (kp) when
the cutting speed was increased from 50 m/min to 90 m/min. This behavior was not observed
for the feed equal to 0.15 mm/rev, whereas the cutting speed was increased from 50 m/min to
90 m/min, the values of the specific cutting forces were decreased by up to 57%, 70%, and 30% for
the specific cutting force (kc), the specific feed force (kf), and the specific back force (kp), respectively.
By increasing the cutting speed, the temperature of the material to be cut rose, so that it softened,
thus requiring lower cutting forces. At the same time, increasing the cutting speed also increased
the strain rate by increasing the resistance of the material to be cut. For a feed of 0.1 mm/rev, it was
observed that, because of the higher proportion of chip sections with high levels of deformation,
when increasing the cutting speed, the specific cutting forces increased because of the strain
hardening effect; however, for the feed value of 0.15 mm/rev, the softening effect of the material,
because of the increment of the cutting speed, was the predominant effect.
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Feed vs. Specific Cutting Forces

• Regarding the specific cutting force component induced by the feed, reductions of up to 13%
for the specific cutting force (kc), up to 39% for the specific feed force (kf), and up to 38% for the
specific back force (kp) were recorded with increments on the feed from 0.1 mm/rev to 0.15 mm/rev.
The specific cutting force component induced by the feed was as expected. For the lowest feed,
as the proportion of material subjected to large deformation (along the cutting edge) was higher,
the specific cutting force results were also higher; this tendency can also be verified through the
resultant specific cutting force (kr).
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Figure 2. Specific cutting forces for fresh carbide tools at the beginning of the tests.

3.1.2. Specific Cutting Forces Evolution During Haynes 282 Turning

The specific force progression and the resultant specific force for the different components with
the cutting time are represented in Figure 3. For all of the cutting conditions, all of the specific cutting
force components increased with the time of use of the tool. However, kc presented an increasing linear
trend for the tool life, while the growth of the kf- and kp-specific forces showed other trends in all of the
cases being highlighted in two regions, as follows: the first one with a linear growth and the second
one with a more pronounced increment.

Cutting Speed vs. Specific Cutting Forces

• Cutting speed 50 m/min: As mentioned in the previous paragraph, a slight linear increase in
the cutting forces was recorded in the first region. In the subsequent region, the kp component
underwent a drastic increase, contrasting the kf components with a lower increase. These two
regions, clearly identifiable during the tests, exhibited a close relationship with the different wear
modes observed. Thus, while for the first region of the force evolution a moderate chipping
combined with a progressive erosion of the tool flank was observed, for the second region, the kf
and kp components of the specific force through the loss of the cutting edge integrity were affected
by a more aggressive chipping combined with a rapid progression of the notch. Therefore, a clear
trend can be observed, according to which, as the cutting speed increases, both the tool wear rate
and consequently the specific forces increase.

• Cutting speed 70 m/min: The evolution of the specific cutting force showed a similar trend to
those obtained for the 50 m/min cutting speed. Thus, for kp, it could be clearly seen in the two
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regions, with a drastic increase in the second one, whereas for the kf component, this increase was
not so evident. Therefore, all of the components of the cutting speed exhibited a slight increase
during the first region, with the flank wear progression moderated by means of a light chipping.
However, the components of force kf and kp suffered suspected growth during the second region
because of a great deterioration of the cutting edge through the notch and more intense chipping
in this final stage.

• Cutting speed of 90 m/min: As in the previous cases, there were two clearly differentiated regions
of specific forces of growth, the main difference between them being the use time of the tool,
in which the trend change appeared much smaller than for the lower speeds. These two growth
zones were also related by a moderate growth of flank wear together with chipping, until the
chipping was dominant, progressing in quick increment of the specific force components kf and kp.

Feed vs. Specific Cutting Forces

• For all of the conditions analyzed, a remarkable influence of the feed on the evolution of the
components of the specific cutting force were not found during the turning tests.

Near the end of the tool life, values up to 10 times of those obtained with a fresh tool were
obtained for the specific back force, whereas values up to 7 and 2.5 times were obtained for the feed and
specific cutting forces respectively, when compared with the ones obtained for the fresh tool. Therefore,
especially for lower cutting speeds, the evolution of the specific back force could be a suitable indicator
of tool wear progression. The value of the resultant specific cutting force included in Figure 3 can be
used as a more stable variable to evaluate the wear state of the tool.
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Figure 3. Specific cutting force evolutions with the times for the different cutting conditions tested.
(a) Vc = 50 m/min and f = 0.1 mm/rev; (b) Vc = 50 m/min and f = 0.15 mm/rev; (c) Vc = 70 m/min
and f = 0.1 mm/rev; (d) Vc = 70 m/min and f = 0.15 mm/rev; (e) Vc = 90 m/min and f = 0.1 mm/rev;
(f) Vc = 90 m/min and f = 0.15 mm/rev.

3.2. Analysis of Wear and Tool Life

During each experiment, the test tool wear progression was checked, with the main wear modes
identified being the notch, chipping, flank, and built-up edge (BUE). In order to quantify the wear
for all of the cutting conditions analyzed, the tool wear was periodically studied within each test.
Tools reached the end of tool life by means of the breakage of the cutting edge, or through the end of
tool life criterion, established by means of a notch or flank wear larger than 0.4 mm; however, only one
cutting condition reached a value of flank wear close to 0.4 mm. The value of 0.4 mm for the notch
or flank wear was established by attending to the behavior of the tools, and for values of flank wear
close to 0.4 mm, high increments of the cutting forces and a rapid growth of the chipping wear leading
to the catastrophic failure of the cutting edge were observed (see Figure 3, Vc = 50 m/min and a feed
of 0.1 mm/rev to check the rapid increments of the cutting forces when the value of the flank wear
reached values close to 0.4 mm).

Although both BUE and the adhesion of the material were observed for all of the cutting conditions
analyzed, as can be seen in Figure 4, they have not supposed a significant influence on the tool life.

Chipping, together with notch wear, were predominant along the entire cutting edge of the
tools at the beginning of the performed tests. The wear progression was similar, regardless of the
cutting conditions. Chipping became larger, being filled by material (BUE). Furthermore, the area of
the notch that grew throughout the tests was clearly differentiated, and, at the same time, the flank
wear progressed. It was found that for higher cutting speeds, the chipping progressed more rapidly,
exposing more of the flank surface (causing the flank wear to grow much faster than with lower cutting
speeds, where chipping was not so aggressive).

The progression of chipping wear is enhanced with the increment of the cutting speed, and,
to a lesser extent, by increasing the feed, causing a reduction in the tool life and leading to the final
catastrophic breakage of the cutting edge for all of the cases analyzed. Increasing the feed results
in obtaining higher forces and a more unstable cut because of the increase of material that is to be
removed in each pass, thus, favoring the appearance of fragile breaks in the cutting edge. Increasing
the cutting speed is related to an increase in the temperature at the cutting area [12]. This increase
in temperature favors the adhesion of materials in the tool (and the consequent chipping) through
a reduction of the tool material strength.
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In Table 3, both the tool life values by means of cutting time, the machined surface per time
(Smach.t) and the machined surface per cutting edge (Sedge), quantified through Equations (1) and (2),
respectively, have been summarized for all of the cases analyzed [11].

Smach.t = Vc·f·1000/60 (1)

Sedge = Smach.t T·60 (2)

where Smach.t is the machined surface per unit time (mm2/s), Sedge is the machined surface per edge
(mm2), Vc is the cutting speed (m/min), f is the feed (mm/rev), and T is the tool life (min).
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Table 3. Tool life, machined surface per unit time (mm2/s), and machined surface per edge (mm2) for
the different cutting conditions tested.

Tool
Cutting
Speed

(m/min)

Feed
(mm/rev)

Depth
(mm)

Life
(min)

Machined Surface
per Unit Time

(mm2/s)

Machined Surface
per Cutting Edge

(mm2)

Carbide
(TS2000,

Seco)

50
0.1

0.25
30.1 83.3 150,520

0.15 21.0 125.0 157,629

70
0.1

0.25
4.5 117 31,196

0.15 2.1 175.0 22,266

90
0.1

0.25
2.3 150.0 20,263

0.15 1.9 225.0 25,525
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For the lowest cutting speed (50 m/min), values of 30.1 and 21 min of tool life for 0.1 mm/rev
and 0.15 mm/rev feeds, respectively, were obtained when reaching the point of the highest level
of flank extension (almost 0.4 mm), which is near to the end of tool life criterion that has been
established (Figure 4a–d). The end of tool life by means of cutting-edge breakage was reached because
of predominant chipping.

Wear due to chipping appears during tests at cutting speeds of 70 m/min, compared with the
cutting speed of 50 m/min, reaching the end of tool life through a breakage of the cutting edge. Thus,
tool life values of 4.5 and 2.1 min for feeds of 0.1 and 0.15 mm/rev, respectively, were obtained during
turning tests at 70 m/min.

In the turning tests at 90 m/min cutting speed, wear due to chipping appeared at the first stages,
with a fast progression up to cutting edge breakage at the end of tool life (Figure 4e–h). As expected,
the lowest tool life values were reported at 90 m/min, obtaining 2.3 and 1.9 min for feeds of 0.15 and
0.1 mm/rev, respectively.

As shown in Table 3, tool life values of 1.9 (Vc = 90 m/min) up to 30.1 min (Vc = 50 m/min) were
obtained during the dry turning tests on Haynes 282. As mentioned above, increasing the cutting
speed increased the adhesion of the material in the tool and therefore the chipping wear. Thus, the best
results in terms of tool life time were those obtained for both low cutting speeds and feeds. The tool
life obtained for the cutting speed of 50 m/min and 0.1 mm/rev feed was very close to those obtained by
the authors in analogous tests, where a conventional pressure coolant was used [11]. However, a great
influence of the cutting speed in the tool life has been found, decreasing its life up to 85% when the
cutting speed increases from 50 to 70 for a feed of 0.1 mm/rev, and up to 90% for a feed of 0.15 mm/rev.

The machined surface per cutting edge (known as an indicator for tool industrial performance)
at 50 m/min cutting speed was similar for both feeds (0.1 and 0.15 mm/rev), whereas, because of
the short tool life derived from increasing the cutting speed from 70 m/min to 90 m/min, there was
no significant variation in the machined surface per cutting edge. It is necessary to highlight the
important result obtained in terms of the mechanized surface and tool life for the less aggressive tool
parameters (50 m/min and 0.1 mm/rev) in dry conditions, these being very similar to those obtained
at the conventional coolant pressure [11]. This result makes the use of this type of tool suitable for
the finishing the machining of Haynes 282 under dry conditions, which, until today, was done with
cutting fluid.

3.3. Analysis of Surface Quality

The surface roughness progression was evaluated at different stages during the development of
the tests. The surface quality was measured three times at three different zones over the machined
surfaces in terms of the average roughness (Ra). Thus, the maximum value of these measured values
for each stage were taken as the value of the roughness for each condition tested (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Roughness evolution at the machined surface for all of the cutting conditions tested:
(a) Vc = 50 m/min, (b) Vc = 70 m/min, (c) Vc = 90 m/min.
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During the first stage of tests, with fresh tools and no significant wear, the values of roughness
within the range of 0.7 and 2.5 µm were obtained. It should be noted that the Ra values were reduced
with the wear of the tool for a cutting speed of 50 m/min, which is related to the type of wear found,
with the flank for this cutting speed evolving progressively, reaching values close to 0.4 mm, causing
an artificial increase in the tip radius, resulting in lower values of Ra. However, for higher cutting
speeds, the chipping was dominant, as the beginning caused the original honing of the cutting edge,
which was not so defined. The authors obtained similar results during the finishing turning of Inconel
718 [32].

The best roughness values were those obtained for the 50 m/min cutting speed and 0.1 mm/rev of
the feed. This phenomenon is related to the lower chipping obtained at the beginning for the lowest
cutting speed, because a more linear trend was observed in the roughness progression.

On the contrary, for cutting speeds of 70 and 90 m/min, where chipping wear affects the tool more
severely from the first moments of the test, it has not been possible to establish a clear trend in the
roughness progression.

The feed shows a clear influence on the roughness values obtained, with it being generally greater
for higher feeds, regardless of the cutting speed. This result agrees with that which is theoretically
expected from the application of Equation (3) [33], namely,

Ra = 0.0321·f /rc (3)

where f is the feed (mm/tooth), and rc is the tool nose radius (mm).

4. Conclusions

This work dealt with the sustainable finishing turning of Haynes 282 by means of coated carbide
tools without cutting fluids (dry condition). Different cutting speeds and feeds for Ni-based alloys
were tested in order to quantify the cutting forces, the quality of surface, the wear progression, and the
end of tool life. The main contributions of the analysis are summarized below.

• The less aggressive conditions for the tool when working on dry conditions are low cutting speeds,
50 m/min in this study. The effect of the feed is not so significant in terms of the mechanized
surface, whereas, on the contrary, it is significant in terms of the tool life, with shorter lives having
the greatest feed. This effect must be taken into account for productivity purposes.

• It should be noted that life values similar to those obtained in other studies, with lubricant under
similar conditions, have been obtained for the most favorable conditions in dry conditions.
This is a significant result, demonstrating the suitability of implementing dry turning in
an industrial environment.

• The great influence of the cutting speed in the tool life was demonstrated by decreasing it by 85%
when going from 50 to 70 m/min for a feed of 0.1 mm/rev and 90% for a feed of 0.15 mm/rev.

• Great increases in cutting forces have been appreciated for all of the tested conditions, obtaining
values for the specific back force at the end of tool life, of 10 times the value obtained when the tool
was fresh. It has been possible to observe a clear relationship between this force and the tool life.

• Regarding the wear, since the beginning of the trials, chipping, built up edge (BUE), and notch
wear were found. The catastrophic failure of the cutting edge has been found at the end of tool
life in all of the cutting conditions tested because of the chipping progression.

• For all of the tests, the Ra values were low, regardless of the time of use of the tool (between 0.7
and 2.5 µm). However, the homogeneity in terms of Ra for the test with a 50 cutting speed and 0.1
mm/rev of feed stands out, which gives one an idea of the stability of this condition in relation to
the other cutting parameters, where large variations in this value were found.
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